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User Centred Design Process
‣ Linear but Iterative



Describing your Idea



The Pirate Radio Project
‣ The Pirate Radio Project was a four-year project that 

collected data related to the growth of pirate radio in the 
1960s and 70s. Most of the data collected is in audio 
format, although some photographs, transcripts and 
other material have also been gathered. English is the 
main language, although broadcast material in Irish is 
also included.



‣ Some of the material was donated from individuals who 
recorded it on their own equipment, and some of the radio 
stations have ceased to exist, so it is not sure where 
ownership might lie.  

‣ Most of the data is digitised and catalogued, but it currently 
has no online element.  

‣ The project would like to build a trusted digital repository to 
store this data for the long-term. They also want to provide 
access to this information and have additional functionality.  

‣ Their expected audience are both English and Irish 
speakers.



Identify Objective(s)
‣ Consider the objective(s) of the project.  
‣ Generate a short project statement in the form:  
‣ This digital project is for (target ), who has (need). 

(Project name) is a (category) that (key benefit), unlike 
(existing services/projects), the project (unique 
differentiator).



10 Minutes - Groups of 5
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So …..



Clarifying the Approach to Design
‣ Who are the users of the site? 
‣ What are the users’  tasks and goals? 
‣ What are the users’ experience levels with the site, or 

sites like it? 
‣ What functions do the users need from the site? 
‣ What information might the users need, and in what form 

do they need it? 
‣ How do users think the site should work? 
‣ What are the extreme environments? 



Identify Users
‣ Identify of all potential users, groups, (stakeholders) that 

may benefit from or make use of the digital output from 
the project being considered.  

‣ Be specific, be broad, think outside the box, be 
unconstrained.  

‣ Who might stumble upon it on the web?  
‣ Who might attempt to misuse it? 
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So …..



Develop Use Cases/Scenarios
‣ What is a Use Case? 
‣ “a natural language description of a user’s interaction 

with a system and as such considers the users 
perspective or point of view.” 

‣ “The beauty of use case is that it aims at describing a 
system from external usage viewpoint”



As Example



How to Write Use Cases/Scenarios
‣ Choose a very specific objective task; 
‣ Express as a Verb + Noun; 
‣ You can chain tasks later;  
‣ Break down into as granular steps as possible; 
‣ Define what the user experiences 
‣ Tell a story in steps.



Build Wireframes/Storyboards
‣ Information Design - What Data 
‣ Navigation Design - How Users will  

View Data 
‣ Interface Design - How Users Interact  

with System



Build A Descriptive Document
‣ Combine pieces into a cohesive document that will: 
‣ Help guide us as we develop a project plan; 
‣ Allow us to share our idea, concept with a wide audience 

of potential partners all speaking different languages 
and living in different worlds. 

‣ Select personas/users; 
‣ Use cases; 
‣ Story board/wireframes



In Summation
‣ Linear and Iterative 

‣ But also Fluid and Reflective
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